Speaker: François Hemez

Bio: François Hemez has been Technical Staff Member at Los Alamos National Laboratory (LANL) since 1997, and Adjunct Professor, University of California San Diego (UCSD), since 2011. He earned a Ph.D. from the University of Colorado in 1993. At Los Alamos, François spent seven years in the Engineering Division. In 2005, he joined the X-Division for nuclear weapons design and analysis. In 2006, François developed and taught the first-ever, graduate course offered in a U.S. University (UCSD) in the discipline of Verification and Validation. In 2013, François graduated from the Theoretical Institute for Thermonuclear and Nuclear Studies (TITANS), a program that trains weapons designers at LANL. François has authored 370+ technical publications and reports (including 38 peer-reviewed manuscripts), and given 120+ invited lectures or short-courses since 1994.